
A touch of class – Stone of London 
complete elegant traditional kitchen 
installation

Leading stone fabricator Stone of London has completed the stunning 
installation of marble worktops and focal Island unit for a striking 
residential kitchen project. The traditional kitchen design features 
Calacatta Oro, a classic white marble that exudes elegance. Calacatta Oro 
is a beautifully sophisticated Italian marble that combines an off -white 
base colour with trademark grey veining.

The classical kitchen design features several worktops, a statement island 
feature, and sturdy dark wood cabinets with inset column detailing. 
The dark wood cabinets are beautifully off set by the spectacular white 
Calacatta Oro and grey veining. The worktops feature a built-up edge 
profi le, 20mm and 20mm thick marble to form a 40mm thick surface with 
Ogee edge profi le. The ornate Ogee edge profi le adds further luxury and 
distinction to the unique Calacatta Oro marble surface.

Stone of London were chosen to carry out the templating, fabrication and 
installation of the spectacular marble surfaces for this elegant residential 
project. The Stone of London team has experience of sourcing, fabricating 
and installing a large range of stone surfaces and tiles, whether marble, 
granite or quartz. Kitchen worktops is just one area of specialism, Stone 
of London are experienced residential and commercial fabricators having 
completed numerous project types.

Calacatta Oro

We selected Stone of London for their 
knowledge and installation experience. Working 
with such a beautiful material like marble 
requires experienced hands, and Dan and his 
team did a great job with close attention to 
detail. We’re really pleased with the overall 
look and feel, especially the edge detail. The 
worktops have brought the kitchen design 
together and certainly create the wow factor we 
were after.
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